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Hospitality Guest Wireless Internet Access
The Tanoa Hotel Group has 5 excellent Hotels in Fiji,
one each in New Zealand, Tonga and Samoa.
The beautiful Hotels cater for business people and
tourists alike. In 2017 they began a project to upgrade
and improve their systems as their WiFi was not reliable
nor did it perform to their satisfaction. After extensive
investigation and months of evaluating, they chose
RGNets Internet Gateways and the System Integrator
Kastel to deliver it. In 2019 they also changed their
Property Management System to RoomMaster which
seamlessly integrated into the RGNets Internet
Gateway.
They are incredibly happy with the performance,
features and reliability of their RGNets and the
professional roll out by Kastel. The IT Manager Asish
Abnay was quoted as saying “This system has made a
huge difference to our service delivery. It is reliable and
the features are second to none. It’s been running now
for over 12 months with hardly an incident at all 8 of our
Hotels.

The burden of coupons and the hassle to our front desk
staff has all but gone away as the system Portal is all
self serve. As we are very focussed on our business
clients the system’s capability to manage WIFi for our
many Conference rooms has been such a benefit to us.
I had originally contacted Fiji Airport in Nadi and
spoke to the IT team as a reference, as they also now
use RGNets for their WiFi needs. and Kastel for their
Systems Integration. They recommended the system
very highly and are very pleased with RGNets and the
support they receive. This played a big part in our
decision and we made the right one. From my
experience I see this as the perfect Hotel Internet
Gateway and couldn’t be happier.”
GNT have supplied RGNets Gateways into many
Hotels in Fiji. The Grand Pacific, Musket Cove Resort,
Barefoot Manta to name just a few, plus the Fiji Airport
in Nadi, and the Port of Denarau. In Australia besides
Hotels it manages the WiFI at Sydney Convention
Centre, Gold Coast Convention Centre, BHP, RIO
Tinto, Chevron Petroleum and Atlas Mining Camps
etc. Worldwide it is a staple in Marriot, Hilton,
Starwood Hotels for example.
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